Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees Awarded With Distinction

Fall 2018

Summa cum laude designates approximately the top one percent of graduates in each college. Magna cum laude designates approximately the next three percent of graduates in each college. Cum laude designates approximately the next six percent of graduates in each college.

The actual number of students is dependent on the number who meet the published minimum grade-point average by college.

Summa Cum Laude

Bass, Kayla Sue – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Befort, Aaron James – Business Administration
Chaffetz, Taylor Marie – Political Science
Charles, Ian Philip – Chemistry
Dart, Marina Elise – Biological Science
Davies, Angela Pauline – Psychology
DeLaurier, Jessica Marie – Interdisciplinary Liberal Arts
Lane, Taylor Nicole – Nutrition and Food Science
Lentz, Rachel Nicole Fishman – Political Science
Maxwell, Kristin Maria Emma Leah – Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
McKinney, David W. – Horticulture
Murphy, Kathryn Beatrice – Business Administration
Nichols, Matthew Thomas – Construction Management
Seyler, Terra Carmin Glancy – English
Tullis, Til – Fermentation Science and Technology

Magna Cum Laude

Bakken, Kami Ann – Human Dimensions of Natural Resources
Belleville, Troy Joseph – Health and Exercise Science
Bergh, Kelsie Jo – Business Administration
Burkholder, Jackson F. – Horticulture
Casey, Dylan Michael – Soil and Crop Sciences
Dahl, Emma Bean – Economics
Daigle, Tiffany L. – English
Dalton, Clancy Kathleen – Political Science
Eck, Anna Jean – Human Dimensions of Natural Resources
Fischer, Nicole Barbara – Agricultural Education
Gao, Peijie – Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
Graydon, Sara Elisabeth – Journalism and Media Communication
Homaechervarria, Julia Alexis – Ecosystem Science and Sustainability
Jiang, Xinyi – Landscape Architecture
Jones, Natalie A. – Anthropology
Keese, Shayna Nicole – Business Administration
Kennedy, Austin Tyler – Economics
Kimble, Karleigh Rose – Business Administration
May, Josiah Barnabas – Computer Science
McNulty, Patrick Conor – Business Administration
Morrell, Aaron Cecilia – Natural Resource Recreation and Tourism
Otto, Sarah Ann – Nutrition and Food Science
Palmer, Evan Charles – Construction Management
Parish, Megan Grace – Health and Exercise Science
Playter, Hannah Grace – Business Administration
Plunk, Hannah Abigail – Apparel and Merchandising
Ramey, Holden Miller – Animal Science
Roever, Kassandra Kasey – Sociology
Ryan, Thomas Vernon – Biomedical Sciences
Shook, Jillian Noelle – Social Work
Simota, Katherine Mary – Interdisciplinary Liberal Arts
Wegner, Ford Garrett – Construction Management
Westfall, Deborah K. – Anthropology

Cum Laude

Abraham, Nicholas Taylor – Construction Management
Alvis, Franklin Jun Basil – Construction Management
Balogh, Timea – Economics
Bender, Luke Steven – Construction Management
Berg, Jacob M. – Biomedical Sciences
Burgess, Mackenzie Kay – Nutrition and Food Science
Burnsworth II, Paul Allen – Human Dimensions of Natural Resources
Callegas, Brian Davis – Business Administration
Chicoine, Sarah Ciel Xiao Na – Music
Choules, Natalie Renée – English
Clockston, Raeven-Lynn Miracle – Nutrition and Food Science
Cluxton, Riley Elizabeth Campbell – Biomedical Sciences
Collins, Haley Renée – Human Development and Family Studies
Dawson, Rebecca Anne – Hospitality Management
Dean, Juliette Rose – Microbiology
Eckert, Anna Grace – Health and Exercise Science
Edwards, Blake Wynn – Computer Science
Edwards, Elizabeth McLeod – Biological Science
Falls, Justin Michael – Construction Management
Feldman, Jesika Rose – Zoology
Golub, Daniel Scott – Economics
Gumba, Sofia – Biomedical Sciences
Ingram, Jake Andrew – Natural Resource Tourism
Kaiser, Emily Elizabeth – Dance
Keena, Kerry Ellyn – Social Work
Keller II, Cordell Cline – Business Administration
Lane, Laura Renee – Interdisciplinary Liberal Arts
Li, Xiya – Psychology
Maldonado, Mikaela Denise – Biomedical Sciences
Marquardt, Chad William Aaron – Natural Resource Tourism
Marshall, Emmanuel Ian – Art
McCoy, Logan Daniel – Biological Science
McIntosh, Antoinette Marie – Chemistry
Mohr, Jacob Gene – Sociology
Monko, Kathleen M. – Human Development and Family Studies
Nishida, Grace Etsuko – Mathematics
Olvera, Alyssa Marie – Social Work
Palmer, Courtney Dawn – Anthropology
Parsons, Sara Lynn – Nutrition and Food Science
Peter, Portia Lillian Colbert – Sociology
Post, Kelsey Lyn – Nutrition and Food Science
Purley, Kassidi Elizabeth – Communication Studies
Quinn, Kathryn Anne – Sociology
Russell Pattison, Marie Jessica – Psychology
Russell, Shea Elise – Business Administration
Schoephoerster, Annie Joy – Music
Tao, Xinyu – Natural Resource Tourism
Thoemke, Andrea Renee – Business Administration
Thompson, Aaron James – Computer Science
Tran, Khoa Quoc – Economics
Van Lone, Jenna Leigh – Psychology
Wahl, Griffin David – Business Administration
Webb, Howard Arthur – Art
Weinrich, Haley E. – Human Development and Family Studies
Wernert, Luke Anton – Physics
Wible, Brittany Rose – English
Willburn, Jessica Jenise – Human Development and Family Studies
Yang, Hongxin – Mathematics
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